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Abstract. Due to the increasing numbers of Hadith forgeries, it has
become necessary to use artificial intelligence to assist those looking for
authentic Hadiths. This paper presents detailed research on ways to auto-
matically detect Hadith authenticity in Arabic Hadith texts. It examines
the utilization of deep learning-based and prediction by partial match-
ing (PPM) compression-based classifiers, which have not been previously
used in detecting Hadith authenticity. The proposed methods were com-
pared with the most recent method used which is machine learning. In
addition, there is a detailed description of the new Arabic Hadith cor-
pus (non-authentic Hadith corpus) created for this study and the au-
thors’ experiments, which also used the Leeds University and King Saud
University (LK) Hadith corpus. The experiments demonstrate that the
authentication based on Isnad obtained accuracy ranging from 84% to
93%. The authentication based on Matan obtained an accuracy range of
55% to 93%, while the accuracy range for this experiment was from 55%
to 85%, which means that Isnad is the most effective part of Hadith for
automatically detecting authenticity. Moreover, the experiment proved
that Matan can be used to judge Hadith authenticity with an accuracy
of 85%. The study also showed that PPM and deep learning classifiers
are effective means of automatically detecting authentic Hadith.

Keywords: Hadith authenticity · Hadith corpus · Deep learning ·
Arabic Natural Language Processing.

1 Introduction

Text classification is the process of classifying a set of written information into
one of a number of predefined classes. Several methods can be used to accomplish
this task, including prediction by partial matching (PPM) compression-based al-
gorithms, machine learning (ML) algorithms and deep learning (DL) algorithms.

Most Arabic natural language processing (NLP) studies concentrate on Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA), such as [1], [2] and [3]. However, there is a paucity
of research on the classification of Classical Arabic (CA) texts, such as Hadith.
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During prophet Muhammad’s mission, which lasted 23 years, there was no
official scribe recording his speeches, deeds, orders or his silent approvals. How-
ever, his companions (Arabic: Sahaba) memorized the prophet Muhammad’s
legacy and passed it on to others. From generation to generation, his legacy
was transmitted in oral and/or written form [10], until Hadith scholars collected
them in books.

Hadith—the second source of Islam—refers to any action, saying, order, silent
approval or other aspect of the holy prophet Muhammad’s life or legacy that
was delivered through a chain of narrators. Each Hadith has an Isnad—the chain
of narrators—and a Matan—the action of the prophet Muhammad. Figure 1 is
an example of a Hadith written in CA, which is entirely different from MSA in
both vocabulary and spelling.

Fig. 1. An example of Hadith, Isnad in black and Matan in green.

Hadith scholars are interested in studying the validity of Hadiths because
they are important in every aspect of Muslim life. In contrast to the Quran, some
Hadiths, which have been handed down over centuries, have been corrupted by
incompetent narrators who incorrectly transferred them. Hadith scholars classify
these texts as non-authentic Hadiths.

However, many forged Hadiths have also been circulated not only by incom-
petent Muslims but also by pious Muslims to encourage others to follow the
religious and ethical advice contained in the Hadith. The Isnad exists to clar-
ify the Hadith’s reliability. Today, however, most Muslim scholars cite Hadiths
without citing their Isnad, which is contrary to the early Islamic period, when
Hadiths were not cited without mentioning their Isnad [10]. Today, increased
access to the internet has expanded the threat by causing a steady climb in the
numbers of forged Hadiths.

To determine the authenticity of a specific Hadith, Hadith scholars use both
the Isnad and the Matan. In Isnad, the narrators must be connected, so scholars
study the status of each narrator to ascertain whether they are reliably accurate
and connected or not [4]. Figure 2 shows an example of a Hadith determined to
be non-authentic due to weak and lying narrators (highlighted in yellow).
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Fig. 2. An example of a non-authentic Hadith due to weak and lying narrators.

In Matan, Hadith scholars study whether it is in agreement with or contra-
dictory to Arabic grammar, another authentic Hadith or what is mentioned in
the Quran. Figure 3 illustrates a Hadith that was declared non-authentic for
these reasons (highlighted in yellow). In other cases, the Matan contains un-
acceptable words or expressions that do not reflect the Prophet Muhammad’s
speech or Muslim beliefs. Figure 4 shows an example of a Matan that contains
an unacceptable explanation of Allah.

Fig. 3. An example of a non-authentic Hadith because of the contradiction or the
grammar.

Fig. 4. An example of a Matan that contains an unacceptable explanation of Allah.

The process of distinguishing authentic Hadiths from non-authentic Hadiths
is the task of Hadith judgement science. The researchers in [5] reported that
Hadiths can be automatically judged using a computerized classifier, such as
ML and DL classifiers, which can assist Hadith researchers in their task.

In this paper, we first aimed to produce a new free resource for Hadith re-
search. This language resource is called the non-authentic Hadith corpus, and it
contains text from lesser-known Hadith books. Our second aim was to identify
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which part of the Hadith (Isnad, Matan or both) is most effective for automat-
ically detecting authenticity. Third, we aimed to examine the utilization of DL
and PPM classifiers, which have not previously been used for detecting Hadith
authenticity. The fourth aim was to compare the DL, ML and PPM classifiers to
determine which is the most effective classifier when detecting the authenticity
of a Hadith.

2 Related work

Hadith authentication refers to the classification of Hadiths as authentic or non-
authentic using artificial intelligence methods. Several types of NLP methods
can be applied to solve the problem of Hadith authentication. However, very few
studies have been published in this area. In this section, we present some of the
prior studies that focused on determining Hadith authenticity.

Ghazizadeh et al. [6] pointed out that determining a Hadith’s authenticity
involves two parameters: (1) the reliability and honesty of the Hadith narrators
and (2) whether the Hadith was continuous or discrete, as determined by the
Isnad. They built a fuzzy rule-based system with these parameters and expert
opinions that relied on two inference engines. In the first engine, each narrator
was ranked according to reliability and honesty. The output from the first step
was used as the input for the second engine. This second stage produces a Hadith
validation rate. To test their system, they used the Kafi database, which is a
reliable book of Hadiths, and achieved an accuracy rate of 94%.

Bilal and Mohsin [7] noted that classifying Hadiths is a sensitive and complex
task that can only be accomplished by Hadith scholars with intimate knowledge
of the large number of rules involved in the process. As a result, the Muha-
dith system was built to facilitate the Hadith classification process. The aims of
the Muhadith are to automatically classify Hadiths by imitating Hadith schol-
ars’ ability to determine authenticity. It was designed by combining ideas from
distributed computing systems, web technologies and Hadith scholars’ knowl-
edge. A user types a Hadith into a web-based interface, where the Hadith then
passes to the web server, where the user’s input is analysed and the required
data extracted. This information is then sent to the fact extractor connected
to the database, which returns the results and an explanation of the Hadith
classification to the user.

In their research, Aldhaln et al. [8] ] used the decision tree (DT) algorithm
to classify Hadiths according to degree (Sahih, Hasan, Daeef or Maudo). Their
corpus consisted of 999 Hadiths from three different Hadith books: Bukhari,
Jami’u Al-Termithi and Silsilat Al-Ahadith Al-Dae’ifah w’ Al-Mawdhu’ah. . In
addition, it included both the Hadiths and their attributes, as included in the
Hadith books, as a means of describing their individual degrees. However, some
of the Hadiths did not clearly describe these attributes, which resulted in miss-
ing values. To solve this problem, the researchers used a missing data detector
(MDD). The corpus was divided into two data sets, with 66.7% of the Hadiths
comprising the training data set and 33.3% comprising the test data set. Their
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experiments showed that the MDD had a significant effect on the performance
of the DT classifier, with accuracy rising from a rate of 50.1502% to 97.597%.

Najiyah et al. [9] asserted that non-authentic Hadiths can lead to misunder-
standings of Islamic law, identifying a need to develop automatic classifications
of authentic and non-authentic Hadiths. They classified Hadiths using expert
systems and a DT classifier. First, they created an expert table of Hadiths by
interviewing Hadith experts and confirming their findings using a variety of
trusted Hadith books. They divided the Hadiths by degree into three groups:
(1) Sahih, or authentic Hadiths with continuous, trustworthy Isnads and with
Matan that did not contradict other authentic Hadiths; (2) Daeef , or Hadiths
made weak by non-continuous Isnads, which they then divided into 17 sub-
degrees; and (3) Maudo, or fabricated Hadiths created by inauthentic narrators.
The degree of a Hadith can be determined by evaluating the Isnad and Matan, as
authenticated by Hadith scholars. To evaluate their system, they built a training
corpus containing 274 Hadiths and a test corpus containing 72 Hadiths. Their
results showed that their classification model could be relied upon to classify
Sahih Hadith with an error rate of only 0.00134%.

It is clear from this review of the existing research that, first, most Hadith
authentication studies have focused on Isnad for automatically judging the au-
thenticity of Hadiths, and a paper by Hakak et al. [4] indicated that authentica-
tion based on Matan is one of the challenges facing the authenticating of digital
Hadith. Second, none of the existing work examines the use of DL or PPM clas-
sifiers to automatically detect a Hadith’s authenticity. Thus, the present study
aimed to fill these research gaps.

3 Proposed Data Sets

For this study, we selected two different Hadith corpora: a non-authentic Hadith
(NAH) corpus [14] and the Leeds University and King Saud University (LK)
Hadith corpus [15]. The main advantages of these corpora are that they are
freely available to the Hadith research community and they have different Hadith
structures.

3.1 Non-authentic Hadith (NAH) corpus

Most NLP studies for Arabic Hadith research focus on the six canonical Ha-
dith books, and there is a shortage of research into lesser-known Hadith books.
Therefore, a corpus containing Arabic Hadith from lesser-known Hadith books,
in particular, would provide a new resource for Hadith community research.
Thus, the purpose of the NAH corpus was to build a corpus that contained
text from lesser-known Hadith books. These books are considered challenging
for many reasons, including being written in a very old style, lacking a clear
structure and lacking any new revisions, restructuring or editing processes.

The NAH corpus is so named due to the large number of non-authentic
Hadiths it contains, as compared to authentic Hadiths. The main features of
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this corpus are that it is freely available to the Hadith research community 1

and it contains 1,621,423 words from 15 non-famous Hadith books. Over 4,000
Hadiths were annotated manually according to the Hadith’s Isnad and Matan in
addition to Authors comment, Hadith type, Hadith authenticity and Hadith topic.
These Hadiths were divided into over 7,000 Hadith records. Some of the Hadiths
are classified as Hadith block, which refers to a complex kind of Hadith that
contains several Isnads, Matans or author comments, and these were written
sequentially. Figure 5 illustrates an example of a Hadith block. So, Hadith in
Figure 5 was divided into two records since it has two isnads and matans.

Fig. 5. An example of a Hadith block extracted from N3_1.

Table 1. The NAH corpus contents.

No. Book Reference Name Book’s Title Author Book’s Contents Hadith’s Type No. of words Annoteded verifed
1 N1 ريهاشملاوحاحصلاوريكانملاوليطابألا يناقروجلايناذمهلاهللادبعوبأ Isnad/Matan/Comments authentic and NAH 121,080 Yes Yes
2 N2 ظاعولاوءابطخلانيبةرشتنمعوـضوموفـيعضثـيدحةئام يبيتعلاناسحإ Matan/Comments NAH 2,898 Yes No
3 N3_1 ةفرعملارادطلوألاءزجلاةعوضوملاثيداحألايفةعونصملائلآللا يطويسلانيدلالالج Isnad/Matan/Comments authentic and NAH 15,421 Yes Yes
4 N3_2 ةفرعملارادطيناثلاءزجلاةعوضوملاثيداحألايفةعونصملائلآللا يطويسلانيدلالالج Isnad/Matan/Comments authentic and NAH 151,382 Yes Yes
5 N4 نيـحلاصلاضايرباتكيفةفيعضلاثيداحألا يـبيتعلاناسحإ Isnad/Matan/Comments NAH 5,675 Yes No
6 N5 ةيارلارادديزوباثيدحبسيلامنايبيفثيثحلادجلا يرماعلاميركـلادبعنبدمحأ Matan/Comments NAH 16,382 Yes No
7 N6 ةيملعلاطةعوضوملاثيداحألايفةعومجملادئاوفلا يناكوشلايلعنبدمحممامإلا Matan/Comments NAH 139,786 Yes Yes
8 N7 ةيفاقثلابتكـلاةسسؤمةعوضوملاثيداحألايفةركذتلاةفرعم يسدقملارهاطنبال Matan/Comments NAH 115,672 No No
9 N8 ثارتللنايرلاراد)ةفيعضلا(ةيسدقلاثيداحألاعماج يطباصلانـيدلاماصع Matan/Comments NAH 246,141 No No
10 N9 يذمرتلاننسفيعض ينابلألارصاندمحم Isnad/Matan/Comments NAH 663,783 No No
11 N10 قشمد–ثارتللنومأملارادتاعوضوملا يناغصلادمحمنبنسحلا Matan/Comments NAH 13,508 No No
12 N11 يمالسإلابتكملاةيربلاريخىلعةبوذكملاثيداحألايفةهيبلاةبخنلا يكـلاملاريبكـلاريمألادمحم Matan/Comments NAH 13,508 No No
13 N12 عوضوملاثيدحلاةفرعميفعونصملا يكملايورهلايراقلايلع Matan/Comments NAH 33,037 No No
14 N13 اهللصأاليتلاءايحإلاثيداحأ يكبسلانيدلاجاتمامإلا Matan NAH 55,917 No No
15 N14 ةميدقط+رئاشبلارادطعوضومهلصأبوأهللصأالاميفعوصوملاؤلؤللا يجقواقلانساحملايبأخيشلا Matan/Comments NAH 27,233 No No
Total 15 1,621,423

Methodology The Web as a corpus method [11], was used to collect Hadiths
from the islamweb.net and almeshkat.net websites. Because the Web texts are
1 https://github.com/TaghreedT/NAH-Corpus.
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free and written by a wide variety of writers, there is a lack of interest in proof-
reading [11]. We found numerous mistakes in our corpus, such as missing spaces

قورسمنع , اهنعهللايضر missing letters للا , and spelling errors ًاعوفم , ىهنتا , عوضرم . By
comparing the N3_1 Word file with the original book PDF file, we found some
Hadiths missing from the Word file, and we left these errors as they were written
in the source

Fig. 6. An example of missing space in N5 (in bold).

Corpus Annotation The NAH corpus contains two primary folders. The an-
notated folder contains seven comma-separated value (CSV) files encompassing
the Hadith books that have been manually annotated for this study. The unan-
notated folder contains five CSV files that contain the Hadith books that have
not been annotated (see Figure 7). Every Hadith in the first folder has eight pri-
mary features or attributes. These are No., Full Hadith, the Isnad, the Matan, the
Authors Comments, the Hadith Type, Authenticity and Topic. The Authenticity
feature is an important label in this study and the annotator copied the Hadith
authenticity from Hadith book which was acknowledged by Hadith scholars. A
description of the NAH corpus features is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Features of the NAH corpus.

Features Description
No. The Hadith reference number
Full Hadith The Hadith as it appears in the book without annotations
Isnad The chain of narrators
Matan The act of the Prophet Muhammad
Authors Comments The author describes the authenticity of each Hadith
Hadith Type The Hadith Type (Maqtu‘ عوطقم , Mawquf فوقوم and Marfo عوفرم ) or Hadith degree ( فيعض , عوضوم and so on)
Authenticity Whether this Hadith is authentic or non-authentic
Topic The chapter title

Corpus Evaluation This section describes the various experimental analyses
conducted to evaluate the corpus. First, cross-corpus evaluation was used to
compare the classification results of the NAH corpus with other Hadith corpora
using different DL classifiers. This assisted in verifying Hadith components (Is-
nad and Matan) by comparing them against existing Hadith corpora. Second,
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Fig. 7. The NAH corpus structure.

to verify the quality of the annotation, we applied an inter-annotator agreement
(IAA) analysis.

Cross-Corpus Evaluation In order to evaluate the NAH corpus, we compared
it with another existing corpus with similar features, the LK corpus [15]. In
this experiment, we used one corpus as a training set and the other corpus as a
testing set. The experiment used the convolutional neural network (CNN) and
long short-term memory (LSTM) classifiers.

Table 3 shows that the NAH corpus identified 98% and 99% of the LK corpus
using CNN and LSTM, respectively. The LK corpus identified 90% and 98% of
the NAH corpus using CNN and LSTM, respectively. This demonstrates that
even when using different classifiers, training models with the NAH corpus results
in higher accuracy rates than training with the LK corpus.

Table 3. Cross-corpus evaluation using CNN and LSTM trained on the training
datasets (rows) and tested on testing datasets (columns).

Classifier Dataset NAH LK

CNN NAH - 98.39%
LK 90.54% -

LSTM NAH - 99.57%
LK 98.06% -
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Inter-annotator Agreements Annotation of the NAH corpus was carried out by
two annotators with Arabic and Islamic backgrounds.To validate the quality of
their annotation, the Kappa coefficient, K, [12] was chosen to calculate the IAA
between the two annotators. This paid process is quite expensive, so we provided
only three books to the annotators who took part in this research. These were
N3_1, N3_2 and N6 from the NAH. Then the Kappa coefficient was calculated
for the total of 4,338 Hadith records and obtained Kappa values between 0.9842
and 0.9983, which indicates perfect agreement, according to [13].

3.2 Leeds University and King Saud University (LK) Hadith
corpus

The LK corpus is a parallel corpus of English–Arabic Hadith built by [15], which
containing 39,038 annotated Hadiths from the six canonical Hadith books. The
main advantage of this corpus is that it is freely available 2 to the Hadith research
community, while the main disadvantage is that the split into Isnad and Matan
was automatically annotated and has only been manually verified for the Bukhari
sub-corpus. This means that the other sub-corpora, such as Muslim, are noisy
and need to be verified.

4 Deep Learning Classifiers

In this study, which used the CNN and LSTM basic models, we propose a hybrid
model, the CNN–LSTM hybrid, that incorporates the advantages of each. The
CNN captures the local features of the text, but with long sequences of words,
it cannot preserve long-term dependencies. The LSTM overcomes the vanishing
gradient problem by capturing any long-term dependencies in a lengthy sequence
of words [16, 17]. Zhang et al [16] reported that this hybrid model enhanced the
accuracy rate of text classification.

Word embeddings are standard representation of word meanings used in NLP
[20]. Our DL models consist of an input embedding layer, a hidden layer and a
dense output layer. The embedding layer is important for DL models because it
permits capturing relationships between words that are hard to capture other-
wise. In this layer, each word in the input data is represented by a dense vector
of fixed size. We used this layer to learn an embedding for all of the words in
our training datasets.

The dense output layer takes the number of classes as its output dimension.
Because this is a binary classification problem, the sigmoid function was used
for activation.

The hierarchy of our DL models is as follows:

– CNN. The architecture of our CNN model consists of one CNN layer with
15 filters and a kernel size of 3, followed by global max-pooling with default
values (see Figure 8).

2 https://github.com/ShathaTm/LK-Hadith-Corpus.
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– LSTM. The architecture of our LSTM model consists of one LSTM layer with
hidden_nodes = 15 and return_sequences = true. The return_sequences
argument returns all the outputs of the hidden states of each time steps. The
next layer is global max-pooling with default values (see Figure 8).

Fig. 8. The architecture of our CNN and LSTM models.

– CNN–LSTM. The architecture of this model consists of one CNN, one LSTM
and global max-pooling with default values (see Figure 9).

When fitting DL models, we used a callbacks function with the early_stop
method to monitor our model’s performance. This method halts the training
process if accuracy stops improving. In addition, we added a patience argument
with four epochs to delay this early stopping for a set number of unimproved
epochs.

5 Experiments and Results

Three experiments were performed to evaluate the automatic detection of Ha-
dith authenticity by the compression-based classifier [18]; ML classifiers, such
as the support vector machine (SVM), naïve Bayes (NB) and DT classifiers;
and DL classifiers, which includes the LSTM, CNN and CNN–LSTM classifiers.
These experiments were conducted to determine (1) Hadith authenticity based
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Fig. 9. The architecture of our CNN–LSTM model.

on Hadith; (2) detect Hadith authenticity based on Isnad and (3) detect Hadith
authenticity based on Matan. Aside from comparing the DL, ML and PPM clas-
sifiers, the primary aim of these experiments was to identify the part of a Hadith
(Isnad, Matan or both) that is best used for effective automatic determination
of authenticity.

These experiments used two data sets (N3_1 and N3_2) from the NAH
corpus and the Bukhari and Muslim data sets from the LK corpus, with the
goal of determining authenticity. Each Hadith record was assigned to one of the
following two classes:

• Authentic records that contained an authentic Hadith from the Bukhari or
Muslim data sets.

• Non-authentic records that contained non-authentic Hadith from the N3_1
or N3_2 data sets.

To guarantee a balanced distribution in the classes, we limited the number
of records per class, thereby ensuring that the training phases used an equal
number of records per category. We used 1,264 Hadith records from Bukhari to
train the authentic model, and we used 1,264 Hadith records from N3_1 to train
the non-authentic model. The testing file contained 2,996 Hadith records: 1,498
Hadith records from N3_2 and 1,498 Hadith records from Muslim.
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5.1 Authentication Based on Hadith

In this experiment, we extracted full Hadith records containing both Isnad and
Matan from the Bukhari and N3_1 data sets to train the authentic and non-
authentic models, respectively. The PPM and CNN–LSTM classifiers achieved
higher rates of accuracy than the other classifiers by reaching up to 93%. The
LSTM classifier obtained 80% and the CNN 72%. The lowest accuracy reported
was from the DT classifier, with 55%. Table 4 shows the results of this experi-
ment.

Table 4. The results of the authentication in the Hadith-based experiment.

Classifier Accuracy (%) Recall Precision F-measure
PPM 93 0.94 0.93 0.93
SVM 61 0.61 0.78 0.54
NB 76 0.76 0.83 0.75
DT 55 0.55 0.76 0.44
LSTM 80 0.97 0.73 0.84
CNN 72 0.99 0.64 0.78
CNN-LSTM 93 0.93 0.93 0.93

Figure 10 illustrates some authentic Hadiths that were predicted to be non-
authentic. This might be because the narrator ليقعوبأ (highlighted in blue in
Figure 10) had been mentioned several times in N3_1, which was the non-
authentic training set.

5.2 Authentication Based on Isnad

In this experiment, we extracted records that contained only Isnad from the
Bukhari and N3_1 data sets to train the authentic and non-authentic models,
respectively. The CNN classifier achieved better accuracy than the other classi-
fiers and reached up to 93%. This was followed by the PPM classifier, with 92%,
and then the SVM classifier, with 91%. The lowest accuracy was reported for the
CNN–LSTM classifier, with 84%. Table 5 presents the results of this experiment.

Table 5. The results of the authentication based on Isnad experiment.

Classifier Accuracy (%) Recall Precision F-measure
PPM 92 0.93 0.92 0.93
SVM 91 0.91 0.92 0.92
NB 89 0.89 0.90 0.89
DT 90 0.90 0.90 0.90
LSTM 90 0.95 0.87 0.90
CNN 93 0.97 0.90 0.93
CNN-LSTM 84 0.97 0.77 0.86
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Fig. 10. Sample of authentic Hadiths predicted to be non-authentic in the PPM output
of the first experiment.

Figure 11 illustrates an example of a non-authentic Isnad from N3_2 that
was predicted to be authentic. This is because the Isnad for this Hadith had a
narrator, رمعنبا who is known to be a trustworthy narrator. It is possible that
this Hadith was classified as authentic not because of any weakness in the Isnad
but because of its Matan.

Fig. 11. Example of a non-authentic Isnad from N3_2 predicted to be authentic in the
PPM output of the second experiment.

5.3 Authentication Based on Matan

In this experiment, we extracted Matan records, which contained only Matan,
from the Bukhari and N3_1 data sets to train the authentic and the non-
authentic models, respectively. The LSTM classifier achieved the highest rates of
accuracy, reaching 85%, which is lower than the previous experiments. This was
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followed by the CNN and CNN–LSTM classifiers, with 84% and 82%, respec-
tively. The PPM classifier obtained an accuracy of 79%. The lowest accuracy
was reported by the SVM and DT classifiers, each with 55%. Table 6 provides
the results of this experiment.

Table 6. The results of the authentication based on Matan experiment.

Classifier Accuracy (%) Recall Precision F-measure
PPM 79 0.79 0.79 0.79
SVM 55 0.56 0.75 0.45
NB 72 0.72 0.80 0.70
DT 55 0.56 0.75 0.45
LSTM 85 0.80 0.90 0.85
CNN 84 0.85 0.84 0.84
CNN-LSTM 82 0.87 0.79 0.83

Figure 12 illustrates an example of a non-authentic Matan from N3_2 that
was predicted to be authentic. This Matan was mentioned in the Bukhari data
set several times. Furthermore, this Hadith might be narrated by different Isnad,
and the Isnad mentioned in the N3_2 data set constitutes a weakness.

Fig. 12. Example of a non-authentic Matan from N3_2 predicted to be authentic in
the PPM output of the third experiment.

The accuracy for the first experiment ranged from 55% to 93%. The accuracy
for the second experiment was between 84% and 93%, while the accuracy for
this third experiment ranged from 55% to 85%, which means that Isnad was the
part of a Hadith that resulted in the most effective automatic determinations
of authenticity. However, this experiment also proved that we could use the
Matan to judge Hadiths with an accuracy rate of 85%. Figure 13 compares the
performance of PPM classifier, three ML classifiers and three DL classifiers.

6 Conclusion

This paper discussed our creation of a new Arabic corpus that uses the NAH
containing samples of Arabic Hadith text from lesser-known Hadith books. Our
experiments showed, first, that Isnad is the part of a Hadith that results in
the most effective automatic determination of authenticity. Also proved was
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Fig. 13. A comparison of the accuracy rates using different parts of a Hadith.

that Matan can be used to judge Hadiths with an accuracy rate of up to 85%.
Finally, we also demonstrated that the PPM and DL classifiers were also helpful
in obtaining an effective automatic determination of Hadith authenticity.
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